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Chapter 260: Feng Qing Was Confessed 

Raymond nodded and said, “Of course it’s convenient. I don’t care how much it costs. I only care 

if that girl saw this fireworks show I specially prepared for her!” 

 

The reporter gossiped. “I see. I’m so envious of that girl. Is she your girlfriend, Duke Raymond?” 

 

Raymond shook his head. “It’s a pity that she’s not, but I believe that she will be very soon. 

There’s an ancient saying in your Xia country that says that good women are afraid of clingy men. I’m 

that man.” 

 

The reporter said enviously, “Since Duke Raymond is so confident, why don’t you take this 

opportunity to confess to the moonlight in your heart?” 

 

There was no need to be afraid of trouble while watching the fun. F country’s Duke had 

confessed to a girl in Xia country in public. Just the thought of it made people excited. The reporters 

could already foresee that the viewership and click rate of this video would definitely explode! 

 

“Miss Feng Qing, hello. From the first time I saw you, I’ve fallen deeply in love with you. I think 

this is love at first sight!” Raymond said in a serious tone, “You’ve accepted 99 golden roses, which 

means that our love will never wither. And today’s grand fireworks show represents our future. After all, 

it’s glorious and brilliant. Miss Feng Qing, if you see my confession, please give me a chance. I definitely 

won’t disappoint you.” 

 

Long Yuning realized that the live-stream of the Capital’s production team had been blocked 

before Duke Raymond could finish his sentence. She logged into the app again and couldn’t even find 

the live-stream anymore. 

 

Xie Jiuhan leaned back in his chair and tapped on a tablet. His face was dark and his body 

exuded a murderous aura. 



 

Su Yu said, “Ninth Master, don’t worry. I know what to do.” 

 

Xie Jiuhan said, “And the City Administration, the Ministry of Environment, and so on. Don’t let 

any of them off!” 

 

Su Yu: “Understood!” 

 

Sensing the killing intent on Xie Jiuhan, Xie Yuhuan frowned and said, “Qingqing, what 

happened? Why did Duke Raymond confess to you?” 

 

Without waiting for Feng Qing to reply, Long Yuning continued, “Third Aunt, at the banquet I 

held a few days ago, Duke Raymond knew Feng Qing. At that time, Feng Qing was arguing with her 

younger sister, Feng Jianing. It was Duke Raymond who stood up for Qingqing, but I feel that the two of 

them should have known each other before this. However, one thing is certain, Duke Raymond should 

not be aware that Qingqing and the Ninth Master are married.” 

 

“Hmph, I knew it. She doesn’t look like the madam of the Xie family at all. She’s already married 

to Jiuhan, yet she’s still seducing men outside. If word gets out, where will the Xie family’s reputation 

go?” Xie Yuhuan slammed the table. She was already dissatisfied with Feng Qing. Now that this 

happened, her evaluation of Feng Qing fell by another level. 

 

“Little Aunt, I…” Feng Qing wanted to explain, but Xie Yuhuan waved her hand and interrupted 

her. 

 

“Don’t explain anything to me. The fireworks in the sky weren’t set off for no reason, and the 

flies won’t bite the seamless egg. You must have done something, which is why Duke Raymond 

misunderstood. Now that the Xie family has become the laughing stock of the Capital, you have an 

undeniable responsibility!” Xie Yuhuan said in disgust. 

 



Seeing that Feng Qing wanted to speak but couldn’t interrupt, Long Yuning wished that she 

could clap and cheer. This was the result she had been looking forward to. Xie Yuhuan valued the Xie 

family’s reputation the most. It was already considered polite of her not to curse Feng Qing to death. 

 

Most importantly, Raymond’s confession felt like a slap to Xie Jiuhan’s face. No matter how 

much he doted on Feng Qing, he couldn’t possibly allow her to be pursued by other men on a grand 

scale! 

 

At this moment, Xie Jiuhan finally spoke. “Have you finished eating?” 

 

Feng Qing nodded obediently. “Yes, I’m stuffed.” 

 

Xie Jiuhan nodded and said gently, “Go back and rest!” 

 

Feng Qing acknowledged, nodded at Xie Yuhuan before she hurriedly left the dining room. Xie 

Shihao sensed that the atmosphere wasn’t right so he wiped his mouth and hurriedly said that he had 

something on and left as if he was escaping. 

 

Nonsense, he doesn’t want to wait here and suffer Xie Jiuhan’s anger. What surprised him was 

that he realized that Feng Qing had not left as soon as he stepped out of the door. Instead, she was 

hiding by the window and eavesdropping, she even smiled at him. Xie Shihao imitated her and also 

eavesdropped.. 


